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CONAKRY, Guinea: Tension is high these days on the streets of Conakry,
where motorcycle taxi drivers and police are embroiled in a game of cat
and mouse. Two-wheeled taxis are essential for anyone who wants to avoid
the West African capital’s notorious traffic jams.

Responding to demand, many young men have committed their savings
or borrowed heavily to buy a motorbike and ply informally for trade. But
police say the fast-spreading, illegal and chaotic business poses a threat
to road safety and have launched a crackdown.

They have barred all motorbike taxis from Kaloum-the most lucrative
area, where ministries and other government buildings are located. The
order, announced on May 5 and effective the following day, punishes of-
fenders with fines and even the confiscation of the motorbike itself.

Since then, motorbike taxis and police have been trying to outsmart
each other-two-wheel drivers dart into Kaloum, pick up a passenger and
speed away without getting pulled over. Not infrequently, things turn
physical, when Conakry’s police, who have a reputation for brutality, seize
a recalcitrant driver and put the handcuffs on him.

An AFP reporter last month saw a long line of young men outside the
offices of the traffic police, waiting to recover their motorbike after cough-
ing up a fine of 200,000 Guinean francs ($20.4 / 16.7 euros) — a huge
sum in one of the poorest countries in the world. Such punishment can
have a crippling effect on young men who are already struggling with
poverty and massive unemployment.

One taxi driver is Abdoul Karim Bah, a 27-year-law graduate, said, “My
brother, who is a trader, supported me throughout my university studies.
He bought me a motorbike and said, ‘Go on, find a way to get by, like all
the unemployed graduates of your age’.” On average, driving a motorcycle

taxi earns between 100,000 and 125,000 francs a month. But just a quarter
or a fifth of that-around $3 / 2.5 euros-is left after the driver pays for the
bike’s loan or rental, fuel and other running costs.

Kick out the jams 
The motorbike taxis are widely appreciated by the public. A trip to

and from Kaloum aboard a two-wheeler is not necessarily cheap. The
price can be almost triple that of a four-wheeled taxi, if one assumes
that the fare in the conventional vehicle is shared among a large num-
ber of passengers.

But where the motorbikes score is in saving time-they can nip in and
out of the jams on Kaloum, located on a peninsula whose entrance is a
chokepoint.

The police have a different viewpoint, saying that informal motorbike
taxi drivers are a plague-and a perilous one, too. “(They) create chaos
wherever they go,” said Issa Camara, a captain with the traffic police.

“They pull over whenever they want and however they like-it’s a real
problem for traffic police and other road users.” Since the start of the year,
more than 100 people have died across the country in accidents involving
motorbike taxis, a senior police official said.

Mamadou Bailo Tounkara, an official with the association of motorcycle
taxi drivers in the district of Ratoma said that only a fraction of the city’s
two-wheeled taxi business are licensed. “We have huge problems in man-
aging and monitoring the spread of motorbike taxis in Conakry,” he said.

“Anyone who has failed in life, all the unemployed graduates who have
never learned to drive a motorbike, have rushed into this business-it may
generate income but it’s extremely dangerous.”

Members of licensed associations wear a numbered bib whose color
denotes the district where they are based-but even these professionals
have occasional run-ins with the law. An administrative official in Kaloum
said the scale of the phenomenon, as well as petty corruption, meant that
it was impossible to crack down-”even if you put a policeman on the back
of every motorcycle taxi.” —AFP

Motorbike blues: Guinea struggles
to crack down on two-wheel taxis

In Conakry, motorcycle taxi drivers, police embroiled in a game of cat and mouse

CONAKRY: A young girl sits with a motor-taxi driver at a taxi stop in Conakry.
Hopping on a two-wheeled taxi is crucial for anyone who wants to avoid the no-
torious traffic jams in Conakry.  —AFP

Huawei launches 
a new range of
products globally
KUWAIT: Huawei launched a range of Super Device
new products yesterday giving consumers access to a
seamless and truly intelligent experience across multi-
ple devices in all different types of scenarios.

While there are more smart devices in our lives
than ever, the experience they provide often isn’t
smart. Siloed systems tend to complicate intercon-
nectivity and operations, which have ultimately led
to a fragmented user experience. The Super Device
experience is designed to address this problem. It
provides a common language for different kinds of
devices to connect and collaborate, providing users
with a more convenient, smooth, and secure experi-
ence. It uses distributed technology to meet the var-
ied needs of all types of different devices with a
single system, enabling flexible deployment as
needed. It also combines previously independent de-
vices into a cohesive and holistic Super Device that
integrates all hardware and resources to freely lever-
age the capabilities of its component devices based
on the user’s real-time needs. 

At yesterday’s event, Huawei launched a range of
smart watches and tablets powered by HarmonyOS 2,
including the Huawei Watch 3|3 Pro, the new 12.6-inch
Huawei MatePad Pro. In addition, it also released the
Huawei FreeBuds 4, its next-generation open-fit Active
Noise Cancellation (ANC) wireless Bluetooth earbuds,

and two high-end monitors, the Huawei MateView and
the Huawei MateView GT. 

Huawei Watch 3|3 Pro 
Huawei’s brand-new flagship smart watches Huawei

Watch 3|3 Pro redefines fashion on your wrist. Featur-
ing a curved glass screen and 316L stainless steel case,
this stylish watch comes complete with a brand-new
3D rotating crown that senses different levels of pres-
sure and provides haptic feedback in response to user
input, making the watch both comfortable to wear and
easy to operate. The Huawei WATCH 3|3 Pro also al-
lows you to make and receive phone calls and listen to
music by sharing the same phone number and data plan
with your smartphone, without worrying about running
out of battery since in addition to featuring an e-sim it
also boasts a long life battery.  

Huawei has also worked closely with Emirates, one
of the world’s leading international airlines to develop
an app, which provides Huawei Watch 3|3 Pro users
convenient access to their Emirates booking details
and flight status. This is the latest step in Emirates’ on-
going partnership with Huawei, and builds on the re-
cent launch of its mobile app. The watch app allows
customers to get quick updates with a simple glance
at their smartwatch, further adding to a seamless cus-
tomer experience on the move.

The Huawei Watch 3 Series also serves as a pro-
fessional fitness & health manager that supports more
than 100 workout modes. In addition to a broad range
of healthcare support options, the watch can now
monitor skin temperature with a new, high-precision
temperature sensor. It also supports fall detection and
SOS functions so users can monitor and manage their
health in real time.

Huawei Watch 3 | 3 Pro
The new Huawei MatePad Pro features a gor-

geous 12.6-inch OLED FullView Display and has a
90% screen-to-body ratio, the highest among all
tablets currently available on the market. Every dis-
play comes with incredibly high color accuracy, de-
livering a crisp, color-accurate picture that is on par
with professional displays. The new Huawei
MatePad Pro also has an ultra-high contrast ratio of
1,000,000:1, and supports DCI-P3 color gamut.

Equipped with the Kirin 9000 series chipsets,
the Huawei MatePad Pro delivers incredible levels
of performance. Supported by the distributed data
management and task scheduling capabilities of
HarmonyOS, the tablet can work together seam-
lessly with smartphones and PCs to double your
productivity and creativity in different scenarios,
whether you are in the office or at the drawing
board. The Huawei MatePad Pro also supports
Multi-screen Collaboration with PCs. The tablet can
become a drawing board in Mirror mode and a mon-
itor in Extend mode. It also supports cross-device
file dragging and dropping, delivering a more effi-
cient and collaborative multi-device experience.

The new smart pen features a new platinum-
coated nib for high-precision handwriting and ultra-
low latency, accurately differentiating between
4,096 levels of force. The Huawei M-Pencil supports
FreeScript, which converts handwriting in any input
box into digital text in real time. In addition, intelli-
gent interactions such as double-tap to switch, In-
stant Shape, and Instant Table make handwritten
input more seamless and natural to fit your unique
workflow.

Huawei MatePad Pro
An entirely new interactive experience: 
Huawei Super Device experience is also exempli-

fied through various software, connectivity, and soft-
ware integration.   With Huawei super control center,
consumers can easily toggle all connections includ-
ing Bluetooth and Wi-Fi easily with one touch. Apart
from that, Huawei took controlling music to the next
level as well. In the audio control panel, consumers
are able to access all favorite music through different
music platforms in one place. You can easily toggle
between your different music applications to play
your favorite songs/lists easily. 


